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VariQuest Cutout Maker FAQs 
 
Q: Remind me again how I can load new content like the Learning Module I just purchased or my 
Premium Access Shapes CD? 
 
A: Put your yellow or green  CD in the computer or Design Center you are using with your Cutout Maker. 
 
Q: I’m getting a Tip Sensor Error. What is this? 
 
A: Every time your Cutout Maker goes to make a cut, it first goes to the top right corner of the mat, presses down 
on the tip sensor, comes back up and then begins the cut. If it can’t find the tip sensor, you get an error. Here are 
a couple of things you can check to try and clear the error. 

‐ First, check to make sure a blade is installed. The Cutout Maker does not ship with a blade. Follow the 
instruction in the “Inserting a Blade” video.  

‐ Try removing and reinstalling your blade.  

‐ Double check that the blade is in the down position. Try turning it up and back down again.  

‐ Make sure the mat is not covering the tip sensor (a tiny silver circle in the top right corner). You’ll need to 
move the gantry arm (the piece that moves back and forth during a cut) to the left in order to see the tip 
sensor. 

‐ Sometimes the tip sensor can get stuck in the down position. Uncurl a paper clip and press it into the tip 
sensor to make sure the silver circle moves with your pressure. 

‐ Turn your Cutout Maker off and back on again and try to cut again. 

If none of these suggestions resolve the issue, you’ll need to send your Cutout Maker into repair to possibly have 
the cutter recalibrated. 
 
Q: My paper is tearing during a cut! It sometimes even drags the paper with the blade. Does my blade 
really need to be changed already? 
 
A: Not necessarily. First try cleaning the blade with 91% Isopropyl Alcohol first. See if that helps. If not, you may 
be cutting too deep. Here are a couple ways to adjust the depth: 

‐ Try pressing the “adjust material settings” button. This is just below where you select what type of paper 
you are planning on cutting. On the new screen press the minus sign to have it cut less deep on the 
material type you are currently cutting on.  Recut and see if that works. 

‐ If not, try moving down to a lighter material type and cut on that setting. If it doesn’t cut all the way 
through on that setting, press the “adjust material settings” button again and this time press the plus sign 
on that material type to have it cut just a little deeper. 

‐ You can also look closely at your construction paper and see if you can see the fibers. Sometimes the 
fibers in the construction paper are so big that they can cause tears on intricate cuts. Your paper could be 
to blame for the issue you are experiencing. 

If these do not solve the problem, now try changing the blade. 
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Q:  I’m trying to do a cut and every time it gets to a certain part of the page, it stops cutting. What’s going 
on? 
 
A: You may have a piece of paper stuck underneath that’s blocking the sensor from cutting in that area. Take a 
can of compressed air and spray that into the area where the gantry arm (the part that moves back and forth 
during a cut) moves to clear out any possible blockage.  
 
 
 
 
 


